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Abstract

Introduction: The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is one of the high-burden TB countries in the world. The most affected provinces were North and South Kivu where displacements of the population favor transmission of infections. Delays in diagnosis are often causes for excessive mortality among TB patients. Aim of the Study: The study aimed to test an intervention designed to increase detection of TB cases in internally displaced persons and their host communities in South Kivu province. Methods: The project used a quasi-experimental method, with prospective data collection every six months. Two peri-urban districts were selected and designated as intervention and control districts respectively. Twenty peer educators were selected among prospective TB suspects who sought care in health facilities. The peer educators were trained and encouraged to actively influence, identify and refer potential TB suspects to health centers. The data on new TB suspects seen and cases diagnosed in both districts were collected and compared over two and a half years period. Results: This pilot study has demonstrated that the intervention has had some positive effects on both the number of persons suspected with TB who were diagnosed using either microscopy or clinical assessment. Even in terms of case detection, the study demonstrated that the number of cases detected in the intervention district was at least twice the number of cases detected in the control district. Conclusion: Nonprofessional educators can influence
TB case detection even in unstable settings, but their effectiveness is dependent on the security situation. National TB control programs need to adapt community mobilization strategies to local developments even in unsafe settings.
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**1. Introduction**

The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is known for successive calamities such as wars, massive displacements, sexual violence, Ebola virus, and aircraft crashes [1] [2]. The burden of ill health is huge in this part of the world. Wars in DRC have had unbearable consequences for the population. More than 6 million persons have died from 1996, which makes the Congo war as devastating as the holocaust [3]. According to estimates, 45,000 deaths occur every year in Congo due to the humanitarian situation resulting from the many years’ crisis of neglect of the poor health services [4]. Most of these deaths are caused by preventable and treatable conditions. Malaria, respiratory infections, including tuberculosis (TB) and maternal and neonatal complications are the main causes behind the excessive mortalities in DRC [5] [6].

Presently, DRC exhibits all characteristics of a fragile state. The country’s situation is not only of concern for its impoverished people but also for the international community in that stagnation in such a strategic country in the region hinders progress in achieving Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The High Level Forum of the African leaders in Abuja, Nigeria in 2005 recognized the issue of fragile states in undermining attainment of progress of such countries’ health and non-health-related MDGs [7].

One of the most affected provinces in DRC is the South Kivu province where migration and forced populations’ movements in all directions have been persistent. TB transmission has been facilitated by crowded living conditions and lack of treatment. Other conditions of vulnerability, malnourishment and weakened immune system are factors that favor development from TB infection to active disease [8]. An unpublished study on delay to diagnosis conducted in Bukavu general hospital has shown that half of the patients were displaced from war and faced with huge problem to access to TB diagnosis due to lack of income. The same study showed that the level of awareness of TB was low and there was inadequate training of health workers (Byamungu and Kashongwe: personal communication, 15 November 2013). The DRC TB and leprosy control program has been trying to find ways to sustain the control program in a destroyed health system; in spite of this, innovative alternatives remain welcomed by the policy makers [9].

Effective TB case detection and treatment are important in fragile states, conflict and post-conflict settings. TB treatment and control are possible in a conflict setting and the World Health Organization (WHO) targets for cure have been found to be achievable. The factors associated with the success of the program in these settings have been said to be strong local community support, the selection of outreach workers from each ethnic group allowing access to all areas and patients, the use of directly observed therapy three times a week instead of daily in the interest of increased safety, and the limiting of distances travelled by both outreach workers and patients [10].

The DRC in general and South Kivu in particular have been affected by war since 1992, causing displacements of the population. Despite the state of war, the National Tuberculosis Control Program (NTP) was able to pursue efforts to control the disease within the framework of devastated health care system. Settings with chronic instability like in Eastern DRC are complex. People are almost continuously on the move, the most vulnerable populations are not always located in “organized and serviced: camps but scattered within a certain perimeter around main villages or even hidden. A study conducted in the General Referral Provincial Hospital of Bukavu showed that half of the patients were people who fled and who had no access to diagnosis and treatment of TB due to lack of revenue. The same study also showed that the level of knowledge of TB was low and that health personnel had no proper training in the field (Byamungu and Kashongwe: personal communication, 15 November 2013).

In such settings, innovative approaches need to be designed, tested and evaluated. This project focused on enhancing prevention of TB, detection of infected cases, care and post-treatment monitoring of TB in a population at risk in the province of South Kivu, using a peer educators’ strategy in a highly unstable and violent environment.
2. Aim of the Study

To test the efficacy of a peer outreach strategy to increase TB case detection among internally displaced persons (IDPs) and host communities in the peri-urban districts of the Bukavu region.

3. Methods

3.1. Design

The project adopted a quasi-experimental approach, with an intervention and a control district, and progressive measurements of the key outcome indicator (the number of new cases detected) in the respective districts.

3.2. Settings

The study was conducted in two health districts surrounding the city of Bukavu. The Provincial Coordination of the National Program for TB control (NTP) in South Kivu in Bukavu was partner in the implementation of the research. Normally, health districts of the province conduct anti-TB activities on regular basis using trained, permanent and well-established community members who sensitize their communities on TB prevention and care. Treatment support and prevention activities are organized in settings such as in schools, churches, colleges etc. Beyond this conventional community mobilization policy, this project wanted to focus on internally displaced people, mobile and intensively trained to conduct not only door to door, neighborhood to neighborhood sensitization but also visit remote places, inviting even unsettled groups of population to seek care for TB. It was expected that relying on peer educators who themselves had experienced symptoms suggestive of TB and were IDPs characterized by high mobility would allow them to reach the most hard to reach population (IDPs and host communities). They were expected to sensitize new suspects thus leading to detection of new cases.

After analysis and comparison of baseline health districts data by the research team, and after discussions between the team and the national tuberculosis control team, it was agreed that the Kadutu health district be taken as intervention and Miti/Murhesa district as the control one. Below is some factual information about the two districts at baseline. Both districts are relatively easy to access both for the research team and the regional TB control program coordination (about 7 to 30 km outside of the Bukavu city center). Kadutu and Miti/Murhesa health districts cater for a permanent population of about 250,000 inhabitants per district, excluding groups of displaced persons whose number can reach up to 100,000 per district at times. Kadutu is endowed with four secondary level hospitals whereas Miti/Murhera has three, beyond a network of health centers that conduct diagnosis and provides treatment for TB. As to human resources, Kadutu health district has a total of 425 staff, whereas Miti/Murhesa has about 306, all categories included.

3.3. Hypothesis

We anticipated a stronger increase in case detection in the intervention district as compared to the control one, as a result of peer educators’ intensive activity in their communities and among the IDPs and host communities.

3.4. The Intervention: Selection, Training and Supervision of Peer Educators

Inclusion criteria for potential future peer educators were:
• Having come with symptoms that required undergoing TB detection examinations in the health facility;
• Being between 14 - 45 years old. Older patients were excluded because of the mobility requirement;
• Residing in the concerned health districts either as local community member or an internally displaced person;
• Having never participated in any other study or training activity on TB;
• Giving an informed consent by signing an appropriate declaration.

Twenty prospective patients were selected by simple random method to be peer educators. They provided biological samples of sputum and underwent radiographic examination of the lungs.

Capacity building of peer educators involved in the administration of eight biweekly sessions of 90 minutes. The sessions for capacity building of peer educators were organized in small groups of eight to 12 people. The content of the training (see Table 1) was based on the guidelines for capacity building of peer educators as recommended by the SHIELD project with the theoretical principles and exercises and role play [11].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>The concept of peer educator and their role in promoting behavior change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>Tuberculosis prevention, risk factors, management and monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 3</td>
<td>Communication skills in prevention, management and monitoring of TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 4</td>
<td>Techniques, tips, messages refusal to catch/lead to the spread of TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 5</td>
<td>The concept of behavior change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 6</td>
<td>Obstacles related to the personality of the peer educator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 7</td>
<td>A testimony of a case of manifest success and failure in the fight against TB in the province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 8</td>
<td>A synthesis and evaluation of the previous 7 meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Working plans/timing diagrams of peer educators activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Data Collection

Every six months for a period of two and a half years, the project collected the information from health facilities in both the intervention and control districts regarding the number of patients suspected to be infected with TB who came to seek care and the number of TB cases diagnosed through laboratory test and through clinical assessments.

3.6. Data Analysis

The research team was interested in describing and observing the general trends that the data indicated. The data was therefore analyzed using descriptive statistics, notably frequencies and percentages and graphs. No significance tests were run because of the pilot nature of the data which was too limited: small sample size and too few measurement occasions.

4. Results

4.1. TB Suspects Who Underwent Microscopy Test

As an impact of the peer educators’ mobilization work, the flow of patients who came to health facilities with symptoms suggestive of TB was analyzed. Figure 1 below shows that the number of patients presenting with symptoms to the facilities in the intervention district increased by threefold between the first and the fifth semester as compared with a twofold increase in the control district. The robust growth in the number of TB suspects between semester 1 and 2 in the intervention district went suddenly down in the third semester following deterioration of the political situation in the region (see Figure 1). That trend was reflected in the rest of figures.

4.2. Confirmed Cases after Microscopy Test

The number of cases diagnosed following microscopy test has increased significantly in the intervention district compared with the control district (see Figure 2).

4.3. Suspects Tested Using Methods Other than Microscopy

The number of TB suspects who visited health facilities and were assessed for TB using other clinical methods indicated also that the intervention district experienced a higher number of visits compared with the control group (see Figure 3).

4.4. Cases Detected Using Clinical Assessments

The cases detected using clinical assessment indicated that slightly more cases were diagnosed in the intervention district as compared with the control district (see Figure 4).
Figure 1. TB suspects who took microscopy test. The X-axis indicates the time-points (semester 1, 2…) and the Y-axis represents the number of TB suspects subjected to microscopy test in the health facilities.

Figure 2. Confirmed TB cases after microscopy test. The X-axis indicates the time-points (semester 1, 2…) and the Y-axis represents the number of TB cases diagnosed by microscopy.

Figure 3. TB suspects assessed using clinical methods. The X-axis indicates the time-points (semester 1, 2…) and the Y-axis represents the number of TB suspects assessed in the health facilities using clinical assessment methods.
5. Discussion

The use of peer educators in intensive TB case finding is still a rare strategy in Africa. Elsewhere however, reports of peer educators’ projects in England showed an increased in TB case detection [12], improved knowledge and practice pertinent to TB prevention in China [13] and increased TB treatment completion rate among students in USA [14]. These examples seem to indicate that peer-led programs for TB control have been in stable and somewhat institutionalized settings.

The present explorative study is innovative in that it attempted to use this approach in a complex and unpredictable environment where health systems and social institutions are vulnerable. There is a need for innovative strategies to reinforce TB case finding in Congolese remote and conflict-affected settings. Several interventions have been attempted to reverse the poor performance of TB control programs, including social mobilization and compensation to service providers. In interventions where financial compensation based on performance were offered to service providers (covering for instance consultation fees and hospital admission costs), the rate of TB case detection improved by 4.5% between 2005 and 2008 against 14.5% in the settings where social interventions were included, covering active case finding and psychological support led by a community organization [15]. No peer education program was reported among those interventions. This pilot exercise should therefore be seen as an effort to identify alternatives to passive TB case finding in a highly volatile and risky environment.

Comparing general trends in terms of the number of TB suspects who were channeled to health facilities and the number of those who actually diagnosed, the increase in the intervention district appeared more robust that in the control district. Even if the trends were also somewhat positive in the control district, the growth was more stringent in the intervention group. For instance, the number of people who underwent laboratory examination multiplied by three in the intervention district but only doubled in the control district. For TB suspects who were assessed using clinical methods, their evolution indicated a sevenfold increase.

This study relied on peer education by people who delivered interpersonal communication on TB and on the advantages of early diagnosis and proper adherence to TB treatment. An interesting concept of these educators is that they were all presumptive TB patients, i.e. persons who presented to the clinics with symptoms suggestive of TB infection but who were tested negative.

This pilot intervention was unfortunately affected by an upsurge of hostilities between the Congolese government army and a rebellion that emerged in the region during the second half of the project. The rebellion group was called M-23 became very active in the region during 2012, causing massive population movements. The graphs in control and intervention districts show how the detection figures were severely affected. One would argue that these events affected the efficacy of the intervention as a whole. Indeed, the decrease in the numbers of TB suspects who came in the second half in both districts was so deep that the project did not recover to regain the initial impetus, even if the positive impact did resume. In other words, the impact was there, but its strength was moderated by the poor security situation resulting from intensified fighting and population displacements.
This study has had significant impact in informing clinicians, policy makers and academicians on the importance of investing in lay people to conduct community-based strategies to respond to pressing community health problems, such as TB diagnosis, care and support in difficult contexts. What this project has demonstrated is that nonprofessional peer educators can have an impact in improving TB case detection. This difference can be the result of the regularity and intensity of the supervision as well as the mobility of the mobile peer educators as compared with the ordinary voluntary community activists.

Furthermore, given that there is a time gap between detection and treatment, additional data related to treatment outcomes on both districts will be required in order to find out whether the apparent differences between the intervention and the control districts in relation to detection data persists even after analysis of TB treatment outcome data, i.e. treatment success rate, treatment adherence, treatment failure rates, defaulter rates etc.

6. Conclusions and Policy Implications

Nonprofessional educators can influence TB case detection even in unstable settings, but their effectiveness is dependent on the security situation. National TB control programs need to adapt community mobilization strategies to local developments in the concerned settings.

In term of policy recommendations, this study suggests that policy makers should consider the followings:

- Adoption by the NTP of an active approach instead of a passive one, in order to address TB in fragile and unsafe communities. However, in order for the strategy to increase TB case detection, it will require more efforts and resources in terms of supervision and coordination with health facilities as compared to conventional community mobilization strategies that are more passive.
- The NTP would benefit if they could contract out to local organizations tasks such as follow-up activities, refresher training of peer educators or field data collection. Such local organizations should be present in the communities to facilitate easy access to the populations.
- Cost-effectiveness studies are needed to assess whether it is really worthwhile to spend more for the additional cases detected. Such studies would be appropriate after replication of the strategy in another setting and prior to any scaling up of the strategy.
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